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ABSTRACT
.In this paper, data collected from two sidwestern

, schools, one opeb.and one traditional, were compared to determine
differences in pedagogical techniques, routines of teachers' work,

. teacher participation in decision-making add school policy, and
frequency of staff communication.. iSchocl profiles (ntigbtorbood
Composition, student, characteristics, etc.) were matched as closely
as was poisible in a single school district. Questionnaires sent to
teachers, professional staff members end all aides bad'a response
rate of one hundred percent. Through statistical analysis,' the
following results were tabulated: (1) open schools ranked high in the

. index of open classrooe methods and personaliz4d curricullas while
traditional schools ranked high in the index of traditional classroom
methods and prescribed curriculum; (2) teachers' work was acre
routine in traditional schools than in open schools; (3) teachers in
open schools had much greater participation in strategic and work
decisions; (4) teachers in both schools reported a general- lack of
close supervisory control, but traditicral schools bad a greater
emphasis on rules and procedures; and 15) frequency cf attendance at
committee meetings and contacts' with staff were siggificently greater
at open schools. In conclusion, it is found that tha two types of
schools do tend to differ, both in terms of their techniques and the
degree of uniformity of the teachers' total. (Author/NI)
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Since the basic task characteristics, i.e., pedagogical techniques,

of an open school differ from those of a traditional school, it is

reasonable to assume that the organizdtional structure of the two types'

of schools will differ. Educational researchers have compared the

differences in educational techniques in the-two types of schools, but

very little research attention has been given to differences in their

'sociat structure, communication patterns and decision making processes.

The present paper discusses the effects that differences in educational

techniques have for the formal organization of two elementary schools,

one traditional and the othe' an open school.

Students in an

Prior Studies
k

open school are supposed to be related to the educa-

tional process on the basis of individual interests and needs, rather
*

than on age or grade rank. lAterature on the open school concept

emphasizes a personalized curriculum for the student, with the indivi-

dual's unique interestssand abilities as the focal point of the learning

process (Crary, 197l; Silberman, 1971). The assumption is that this

creates a low level of uniformity in the,organization's tasks.' Work with

students under these conditions takes on an open-ended character. A

uniform set of operating procedures are difficult to apply, either to

particular groups,of individual students, or across the various teaching

roles in the school. ,Research on other types of organizations suggests

that this lack of a uniform Method of carrying out teaching resPonsibill-

1,

ties should have direct consequences for the structure and process of

the school as a whole.
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Burns and Stalker (1961) found two types of fi in their study of

innovation IpBritish industrial organ1;ations. OAe' type, which they
).

,

characterized as "mechanistic ", was organized around 0 stable set of work

conditions. The other identified as "organie,.wasiorganized to handle

r,,nditions of change. Thegmechanistic firms, theirlObsearcifshoed, were

characterizedby a rigid breakdown of dunes into funtional speclalties,,

had precise definitions of duties; responsibilities and power, and a

well developed command hierarchy through which inform0tion filtered Up

and decisions.and instructions, down. These firms fit the traditional

mode) of a bureaucracy. The other type of-firm, the,"organic", was

-cbaracterilid as more adaptive, with jobs icking in formal definition,

. and communiCations up and down the hie-irChy more in the nature of consui-

tation than of the passing up of I ormation and the receiving of orders.

is distinction with is routine, non-Perrow (1967) formalized

routine technology paradigm. He defined technology as the manner in

: I

which transformailons are made in the clients orathe!material worked on

by.the-organization. He hypothesized that a non-routlne technology,

i.e., one in. which the characteristics of the client varied and for

which there were no standard operating procedures to. bring about the

desired change In the client, made roe-higher levels of discretion, a

less hierarchical ktructure, greater levels of informarcommunication,

and less. fofmalized roles: in effect, he expects a structure and process

similar to, the-organic firms, that Burns and Stalker studied. Ex'amples
4 .

.

would include work with exotic.metals orA -psychiatiic pes. On the

other hand, he postulated that organizations with a routine technology,

I.e., those in which clients were perceivedas basically similar, and

with a standard seCof operating procedures to transfoOmthem,:would haVe

1

.1 , 1

1 _;
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much more farMal communication patterns, more formalized roles, lower

levels of discretion and would be more hierarchical in structure. This

type of organization would be similar to those characterized by Burns

and Stalker as mechanistic. Examples of work\in such organizations might

include producing, screws or Orogramed leat=ningl

Hage*nd Aiken (1969) tested-Perrow's paradigm in social service

organizations and found 'that the greater the perceived routineness of

the tasks in an organization, the greater the tendency toward ceftiraliza-

tion of decision making, the lower the level of staff participation in

decisions about policies and their own work, and greater formalization

of rulei, Job descriptions and greater job specificity. it can be infer-

red then, from this research on the routiness of technology, that open

schools, with their personalized orierrtation, etc., should be more non-
.

routine than traditional schools with their emphasis upon the educating

of students43 large groups on the basis of'age and grade level. Therefore,

we would expect that the structure and process in the two schools should

differ.

Hypotheses
0

Based upon the above research we expect the fotipwing relation-

ships to hold:

I. open schools should have a different set of pedagOgical techni-

clues than traditional schools, since the foriver emphasizesteaching

students on the basis of Individual interests and needs, and the latter

emphasises the.teaching"of groups on the basis of age and -grade level;

2. teachers in open schools should rep t that their work is ;ess

routine than the teachers in the traditional school do, primarily .1,ecause
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A

of We difference inpedagogical techniques;

3, teachers in open schools should report creator participation In

decisions about their work and about the policies of the school than. the

teachers In the traditional sthools, because the tasks and general opera-
.

tion of open schools depend more on the development of a shared set>of

goals and objectives than upon a systematic division of duties and

responsibilities;

4. open se/Soots should be less formalized In their organizational

structure than traditional schools, primarily because the staff in the

former need to be granted the latitude andiscretion necessary to work

with the varied interests and needs of individuals and small groups of

students;

5. open schools should evidence a greater overall frequency of

communieition among staff than a traditional school, as a means of

maintaining coordination and control.

Methodology

Data was collected illom one open school and one traditional school

In a.large midwestern City." Sire of school, neighborhood composition and

characteristics of students were matched as closely as was possible In a

single school dJstrict. Both schools had pupils ink ndergarten through
.

the sixth grade), and each had ten regular classroom t achers. The open

school had been in operatiarfor about seven months when the study took

plabe. "Prior to that it had been a traditional school. When it became

(

en open school, students from a much lar:ver area were allowed to attend

that.schOOI If they wished, The majority of the teachers in the open A../(

school had taught in. the same school prior to it being changed.



c\ In both schools a thirteen page questionnaire was sent to all full

time teachers, to professional staff members who worked twenty hours a

/ .
week or more in the school, apd to a I aide:. There was a one hundred

percent response rate in the two comparison schools. Data from a'l fulV

time staff and aides from three schools was-used; in the development of

the pedagogical factors, Including a larger, continuous progress primary'

school.

Measures

Maasurement of techniques

4

The pedagogical differences between the open-and the traditional
#.11

school were measured, by a;5et of ltems,desighed td allow teachers to

indicate the way In which they carried out *err teaching activities.

These items were constructed on the basis of the then available Iltera-

ture on open schools (Dussis 6 Cittenden, 1970; Silberman, 1971).

Using on orthogor;a(-lactoryotation procedure and following Ha marjs

(1967) summary o Thurstone's decision rules for dearmining the Stlems

.

we generated four factors from the normalfy.dis-loading on each fac

trjrute ms on the-questionnaire.

The factors and the items,loading on each are as follows:

1. open classroom methods

a. curriculum is personalized for IndiViduals or groups;

b.. subjects are taught in integrated units;

cp teachers interactwith'individua) students in small groups;

d. frrst hand experiences used to disseminate knoqledge'here.

2. perienalized curaeulum

ai teachers and Students select learning materials to be used

1 . here;

J.
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b. teacboiNt and parents sect learning materials to be used

here,
Er

3. traditional claIstoom methods

a. curriculum Is prescribed for all students;

b. teachers interact with students In large groups or_ classes;

c. ,texts are used primarily to dIssbminate knowledge.

4. prey ribed curriculum

teachers and administrators seitct learning materials to be

used here;

b. different subjects ere taught In separate units.

An index was constructed for each of these factors by averaging the scores

received by each teacher.

Participation 1;1 decision making

The items in these measures were obtainalroma battery of nine

questions about the extent of participation in it.On;cia kinds of.drganiza-
s

tinnal decisions. Two indexes were constructed based upon previous use

of these items (Aiken and Nage, 1968) . ribese Were.participation in

strategic or total organiz:tional decisions. Pertaining to such things
. r

as setting policies, promotions, adoption of new programs, etc., and
; .

\actsParticipation in work decisions; s as staff training, reviewingvork

performance and determining methods or work. Again, an index was con-
k

.d.structed for each measure -by averaging each teacher's score.
- .

0 .

C

Formalization

The_formalization measures were obtained from a long battery of.

questions asked of staff members.about, their school. These.factors we?e

-

.

$



orginally'derived by page and ..aken (1969). The four factors are (a)

supervisory control, or the degree to which action on day -to -day work

activkties have to be referred to someone higher up before action can
. 14,"

be taken; (b) rules and procedures indicating the extent to which

general rules had to be aen4red to and organizational operating proce-

dures 1,-.rowed; (c) job specificity, Indicating how clearly job responsi-

bilities were defined; and (d) job codification, or the degree to which

memLers of the orgqiI)tion TM do their jolt in their own way. Agalin,-

.
, .

indexes were formed of the items on each factor, and averaged for each

ilespondent.

Rout fineness

Anutineness was measured by a five item scale developed by Hage and

Aiken (1969). The item were designed to measure the amount of variation

in the tasks of organization merrh4rs. An index was constructed for each

teacher.

Communication

Frequency. of communication was measured by asking the teachers in

each school how often they participated in zommittee meetings in the

school. how frequ;ntlY they conferred with other teachers and_profes-

.sional staff, excluding thb prinicpai, and how frequently they conferred

with the piircipal about their work.

Statistical Analysis

For (he purpose of 'the study we used the reponses of the ten full

time classroom teachers in each school. 'The rationale for this decision

1'.



was that these teachers rie'ther core staf in each of the schoOls, and

their responses would be representative of conditions in the school as

a whole. In addition, there were more auxiliary staff in the open school .

and to include all staff -of the two schools would result In the compari-

son of unequal nUmbers. One-way analysis of variance was used to deter-

mine differencet between the two schools in the responses of the teachers.

The type of school, open or traditional; was the effect variable used to

test the hypotheses.

r

Results

The first task in the analysis was to determine whether the two

types of schools actually differed in terms of their pedagogical techni-

ques. Table * shows that the two schools were significantly different at

Table 1 about here"

the .01 N4e1 on the four factor scales. The open school ranked high on
.

both the index of open- classroom methods 4nd personalized curriculum,

while. the traditional school ranked high,on the index of tradi oval

classroom methods and prescribed curriculum. These results substantiated

our hypothesis that thetwo schools wouTai differ in their 'pedagogic.);
4

techniques.

The difference between the two schools in the degree a routtness

0 reported by the teachers Is shown in Table 2. The teachers in the tradi-

tional school reported that their work was much more routine than did the

Table 2 abOut here

teachers in the open school. Therefore, the second hypothesis was sub-

stantiated. On this basis it is legitimate to assume that there are
. .

real differences in the manner in which teaching is carried out in the two

1.0
z
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schools. What, then, arc the consequences of these differences in tech -'

nique for various aspects of the structure and process of the respective

schools?
a

Teachers th the two schools varied considerably in the extent to

which they participated in .decision making as Table 3 shows. Teachers in

Table 3 about here

the open school participated to lnuch greater extent In both strategic

decisions aidin work decisions. Thus, the hypothesis was substantiated.

We hypothesized thet the differences in techniques would have the

effect of creating. differences in the degree pf formalization in the two

schools. Namely, the open school, in order to maintain the discretion

and latitude of work necessary to orient their techniques to a wide

variety of student interests and needs;, would develop a less formalized

organizational structure.

The results, Shown in Table 4, wer4Jmixed: No significant difference-

Tabte 4,about heye

4 was found to ex.st between the two schools on the index of supervisory

.

control and job cod,ification. Teachers in 6oth schools repir:da general

±14

lack of close sispelsory control..

However, the indexes of rules and prOcedures and job specificity

were signpicantly. different between the two schools. Teachers in the

open school reported that small matters did not have- to be referred to

someone higher up for a decision, that going through proper channels was

not stressed, and that written records of job performance were not kept.

Teachers in the. traditional school reported the contrary., In regard to

job specificity, teachers in the open school .reported that there was less

0
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emphails upon fol owing prescribed procedures and that there was no

complete written Job. description for their work. Again, the teachers

in the traditional school reported the reverse.

There are then, differences in the effects of the two nets of

techniques on organizational structure. While the two schools did not

differ significanity in terms of supervisory control and job codification,

they did evidence differences in the emphasis on rules and procedures,

and In Job specificity.

Table 5 thaws the results of the test of the hypothesis that open .

Table 5 about here

schools should evidence greater overall frequency of communications.

Four different aspects of communication were measured: lumber of commit-

,tee meetings attended, contacts with other teachers and professional

staff, frequency of contacts with the principal,and total contact with

"school staff. The results show that the frequency of attendance at

committee meetings, an the overall number of contacts with staff was
..

significantly greater in the open school. The presence of open school

techniques does have an effect then, upon some aspects of communication.

Discussion

The results of the test of the general thesis that the ..-ucture

and process in the open school would be different from those in a

traditional school as a consequence of differences in pedagogical tech-

. niques, are mixed. Teachers in the °On schdolwere found to perceive

their work situation as less uniform, and they reported signi 'cantly

different types s...f pedagogical techniques.

In the area of participation In decision making, there was again,

12



a statisticolly significant difference between the two schools in the

two areas of overall school policy and work situatlors. Some differences

were also observed betwmen the two schools in the communication process.

Clearly there wac signicantly more attendance at meetings in the open

school, and the overall frequency of communication with Other staff was

si.onlficantly different.

The results of the te-,t, of the hypothesis about the consequences

for the structure of the twc 7.chools were m:ked. On two of the measures,

enforcement of rules and procedures, and on the specification of the job

the teachers were to do, there was a statistically significant difference

between the two schools. However, on the measurer of supervisory control

and job codification, no such differences were found.

The main conclusion, of this study then, is. that the two types of

schools do tend to differ, both in terms of their techniques and in the

degree of unifornity of their work. The teachers in the open school

perceived their work ac far less routine than did the teachers In the

traditional school, and they also reported very different pedagogical

techrique.',. And while the decision-making process was different in the

two schools, the degree of formalization and the amount of communication

was not as clearly affected by the differences in techniques.

These results show that the structural and processual consequences

of different types of educational approaches must be taken into account

in initiating changes in schools. Alteration of basic approaches in-

volves more than just a change of classroom activities. It affects the

social organization of the entire school.



Oifferences In Pedagogical Techniques Between Open and Traditional School

School Mean Score d.f. F P

Lack of open classroom methods

Open School 1.70
Traditional School 2.46

1,18 14.66 >.0t

Lack of personalized curriculum

Open School 2.10
Trad: ,-. tonal. School 3.13

---

1,18 .52.41 .vot

Lt:ck of traditional classroom methods

Open School 3.46
Traditional School 2.20

1,18 33.43 >.001

Lack of prescribed curriculum

Open School
Traditional School

2.70
2.00,

i_

1,18 9.59 .01
p



Differences in Routineness

p

TABLE

0f*Work Between Open and Traditional School

School Mean Score d.f.

Open School 1.54

Traditional School 2.16
11.13 -...01



TABLE J

7
Differences infthe

\

Amount of Participation in DecisiorMakIng Between Open
/ and Traditional School

Mean Score d.f. F P

Lack of participation In strategic decisions

Open School 3.27
Traditional School 3.74_

1,18 6.10 > .69

Lack of participation In work decisions

Open School
Traditional School

...
2.90 '1,

,e
18 7.46 .05

3.56

1

.
1

I
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TABLE 4

Structural Differences Between the Open and Traditional School

School Mean Score d.f.

Lack of supervisory control

Open School 3..20

Troditionai.School . 3.05
1.54 n.s.

Lack of emphasis on rules and procedures

Open;School 3.10
Tradlional School 2.50

1,16 11.67 0.01

Emphasis on Job specifpicity'

Open School
TraditiOnal School

2.60 1,18 9.578 > .01

Emphasis on job codification

Open School
Traditional School 2.22

1,18 0.948- .n.s.

I 7



TABLE 5
1

Differences in Rates of ComMuracation Between Open and Traditional School
1

School Mean- Score d.f. , 4)F

'I.

'Attendance at meetings per month

Open School 13.6 1,18
Traditional School 8.8

3/.02 >001

Communication with teachers & professional staff

Open School
Traditional School

,1=1.11M1111n...1MM.1.

- 10.0

7.75

1,18 1.51 n.s.

CommunicaticM with principal 6 coordinator

' Open School
Traditional School

1,18 0.16 n.s.

Communication\with all staff members

Open School 4 6.7
Traditional School 4.1

1,18 6.58 >05

.10.

it
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